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The image in the 1980s 
Single circuit Double structure
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A perfectly conducting sphere,  
 rotating with Ω about the direction 
of magnetization M

EMF = B0Ωa3/2c = ΩM/ca 
     M = B0a3/2  
        = total magnetic moment

OACBO=0 
ACB=AOB 
        =OB,  
       OA=0between two field lines ψ1 and ψ2 

pinned down at the neutron star �
. 

It is ΩF that relates unipolar induction to EMF.  



magnetized gap 
particle source,  
two batteries

Double circuit

Double Structure









“Continuity of angular momentum flux at SN” 
 No source of angular momentum and rotational energy at SN 

Equivalent to Ohm’s law on resistive membranes SffH and Sff∞ 



Flat-space scalar potential

Gravito-electric potential

Kerr space scalar potential

Kerr space 4-potential

Magnetic potential





Angular momentum flux 

Spin-down energy flux due to 
the frame dragging effect 

Loss of the hole’s rotational energy

Angular momentum loss of the hole by the surface torque to SffH

surface current



SffH

SN
Sff∞ ω

Total energy flux 

Spin-down energy flux 
due to frame dragging 

Poynting flux 

Inner domain Outer domain 

Variation of energy fluxes with ω along each field line 
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Note that  equivalent



The results for EMF’s are the same for 

in the curved space

in the pseudo-flat space

because current-field-streamlines are equipotentials, and Ep=0 on SN.  
This allows us to present the hole’s magnetosphere with a pair of a  
pulsar and an anti-symmetric pulsar (the outside-turned-in version).   
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Inner Domain 

 Outgoing wind with ΩF 

Ingoing wind  
  with –(ΩH – ΩF)  



Outer Domain 
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6.3 Simple Image of Double Circuits 
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ℰout



(cf. Hirotani & Okamoto 1998, ApJ, 497, 563)
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Location of  
“Power Station”

Voltage Drop 
 at SN

Power





Radio Galaxy Hercules A

10. Concluding Remarks 

(i)  “Power Station” at the Magnetized Gap will be 
a product of collaboration of Frame Dragging 
with Unipolar Induction 

(ii) Physics of Magnetized Gap is awaiting further 
elucidation. 

(iii)  Observations will be expected to provide some 
firm evidence for this model.   



I love Switzerland,  
  the Alps and  
     Matterhorn. 

  I. Okamoto 
43 years ago.  
At the summit of 
Matterhorn. 




